
 

 

Dear Colleague 
 

LEICESTERSHIRE SCHOOLS’ FORUM 
 
I would like to invite you to a meeting of the Leicestershire Schools’ Forum to be held on 
Wednesday, 12 February 2020 at 2.00 pm at  Beaumanor Hall, Beaumanor Drive, 
Woodhouse, Leicestershire with the room being available from 1.30 pm pm. 
 
Please see below for the agenda for the meeting.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 

Karen Brown (Tel. 0116 305 6340) 
 
E-Mail karen.m.brown@leics.gov.uk 

 

 
AGENDA 

 
 
Item  Paper 

 
1. Apologies for absence/Substitutions.  

2. Minutes of the Meeting held on 6 November 2019 (previously 
circulated) and matters arising. 
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3. 2020/21 Schools Budget 3 

4. Any other business.  

5. Date of next meeting.  
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Minutes of a meeting of the Leicestershire Schools Forum held at Beaumanor Hall 
on Wednesday 6 November 2019 at 2.00 pm 

 

Present 
 

Chris Parkinson   Secondary Academies Headteacher 

Kath Kelly    Secondary Academies Headteacher 

Julie McBrearty   Secondary Academies Headteacher 

James Tickle    Secondary Academies Headteacher 

Chris Swan    Secondary Academies Governor 

Martin Towers   Secondary Academies Governor 

Steve McDonald   Secondary Academies Governor 

Dave Hedley    Secondary Academies Governor 

Suzanne Uprichard   PRU Representative 

Jane McKay    Primary Academy Headteacher 

Karen Allen    Primary Maintained Headteacher 

Jason Brooks   Special Maintained Headteacher 

Carolyn Lewis   CE Representative 

Clive Wright    RC Representative 

Tracey Foreman   Post 16 Representative 

Graham Bett    DNCC Representative 

 

In attendance 
Jane Moore, Director of Children and Family Services 
Ivan Ould, Lead Member, Children and Family Services 
David Atterbury, Head of Service, Education Sufficiency 
Alison Bradley, Head of Service, Education Quality and Inclusion 
Jenny Lawrence, Finance Business Partner, Corporate Resources 
David Heyes, Finance Analyst, Corporate Resources 
 

  Action 

1. Apologies for absence/Substitutions 
 
Apologies for absence were received from Jean Lewis, David Thomas, 
Troy Jenkinson, Claire Allen, Zoe Wortley and Ros Hopkins. 
 
Tracey Foreman substituting for Dawn Whitemore and Jason Brooks was 

attending as the representative for Maintained Special Schools. 

 

2. Minutes and Matters Arising 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on Monday 30 September 2019 were 
agreed subject to the following amendment: 
 
Agenda Item 4 – Proposed Transfer from Schools Block to High Needs 
Block 2020/21 
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Third paragraph, first sentence should read “The Secretary of State 
announced there would be additional funding of £700m for special 
educational needs and analysis of this suggests Leicestershire will 
receive £5.4m which is insufficient to address the high needs deficit”. 
 
Matters arising – Proposed Transfer from Schools Block to High Needs 
Jenny reiterated her response in the minutes that the County Council 
held £24.5m in usable revenue reserves made up from £8.5m maintained 
school balances and £15.5m uncommitted local authority balance. 
 

3. 
 

2020/21 School Funding Proposal 
 
Jane Moore introduced this item and explained that the presentation at 
today’s meeting will give an overview of the consultation and its 
responses.  Following the presentation Schools Forum will be asked to 
vote on the proposals which will be outlined and to consider the next 
steps. 
 
Jenny Lawrence confirmed the presentation will be emailed to members 
of the Schools Forum and also published on the Schools Forum website.  
The timescale for the consultation was short but timescales were given to 
the local authority by the DfE; the consultation opened on 23 October 
and closed on 31 October. 
 
Jenny outlined the 3 aspects of the consultation to the meeting.  There 
had been 103 responses of which 77% were from headteachers.  There 
was some evidence of misunderstanding of the National Funding 
Formula (NFF) and Jenny outlined the key points regarding this.  Jenny 
stated that an explanation of what the NFF is, what it does and what it 
will not do as it stands at the moment will be included in a future 
headteachers’ newsletter.   
 
Jenny went through the High Needs Funding and highlighted that 
Leicestershire is low funded but also low need.  The pure formula is 
based on current national resource which allocates £2.3m less than 
current funding.  In terms of DFE High Needs benchmarking data the 
incidence of additionality within the High Needs Formula is low and 
indicators are shown through research to have a high correlation with 
SEN EHCPs are in line and expenditure is high.   
 
Regulations say that school balances (if schools have a surplus) cannot 
be removed from school so cannot be used to address the overspend.   
 
Jenny stated that there was a DfE consultation out at the moment on 
changing the conditions and regulations applying to the dedicated 
schools grant (DSG).  If the conditions of the grant are changed the local 
authority will be required to carry forward the whole of the DSG 
overspend to be funded from the following year’s grant and remove the 
requirement of Schools Forum agreement.  The consultation also 
proposes that local authorities may only provide revenue funding to 
support the Dedicated Schools Grant with the approval of the Secretary 
of State. 
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In terms of School SEN Funding Jenny outlined the key information to 
the meeting.   
 
Jenny outlined the 3 questions that were asked as part of the 
consultation. 
 
The sparsity factor has not been previously used and provided a low 
level of funding.  Inclusion keeps alignment between Leicestershire 
formula and the NFF.  The results of the consultation tended to agree 
with the inclusion of the sparsity factor in the Leicestershire formula.   
 
In terms of mobility this was not an option for Leicestershire to use until 
now.  The DfE have now generated a formula so funding can be received 
through NFF for this formula.  The consultation results were very close 
with nearly half of the responses agreeing with the inclusion. 
 
In response to concerns about the speed of the consultation information 
on whether transfers would be possible for 2020/21 was not known until 
September.  Local authorities can only seek approval on a transfer 
annually and there is no automatic carry forward.  The DfE set out the 
information that should be included in the consultation and Schools 
Forum can approve up to 0.5%.  If approval is not agreed at Schools 
Forum the local authority can seek approval from the Secretary of State 
by 28 November.  There is no information on whether transfers will be 
allowable in 2021/22. 
 
Jenny explained the transfer methodology and referred to the proposals 
effectively maintain the NFF as it had been delivered since 2018/19.  The 
modelling was based on the October 2018 census but final budgets will 
be based on October 2019 data. 
 
Jenny outlined the actions taken to align expenditure with the grant so 
far, transfer being one of them.  Following this action the deficit will still 
be £11.4m. 
 
Jenny outlined the context to take into account in taking a decision.   
 
Jenny completed her presentation by outlining the 3 recommendations 
that Schools’ Forum: 
 

 Support the inclusion of the sparsity factor within the school 
funding formula for 2020/21 onwards; 

 Support the inclusion of the mobility factor within the school 
funding formula for 2020/21 onwards; 

 Approve the Transfer of 0.5% (£2m) from the Schools block to 
High Needs for 2020/21. 

 
Jenny stated that a report would be presented to Cabinet on 22 
November outlining the potential changes to the Leicestershire Schools 
Funding Formula – inclusion of sparsity and/or mobile and the position on 
requesting a decision from the Secretary of State on Schools Block 
transfer should Schools Forum not approve. 
 
Karen Allen thanked Jenny for her presentation.  In the absence of 
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Schools Forum member David Thomas Karen Allen read out his 
response to proposed transfer. 
 
Chris Parkinson asked for an explanation regarding the principle of the 
NFF that pupils with the same characteristics will be funded at the same 
rate irrespective of the local authority in which they are educated.  He 
asked for an explanation of how the schools block is calculated by the 
DfE using secondary and primary units of funding as his understanding is 
that the minimum level is effectively going to reduce the variation.  The 
variation in secondary units is huge and in some authorities is way in 
excess of the pupils and their characteristics.   
 
Jenny stated that the calculation of the dedicated schools grant coming 
into local authorities is not the same as the calculation for the NFF for 
schools.  The reason is that Leicestershire’s per pupil funding is lower 
than Tower Hamlet’s was that Leicestershire has relatively lower need.  
The rates used by the DfE for the NFF are the same for every authority, 
but authorities attract differing levels of additionality.  There is also no 
guarantee that authorities can afford to fund the NFF as authorities and 
schools are funded on different data sets, affordability sits with the local 
authority.  Jenny stated that if 50% of Leicestershire schools attract 
deprivation funding in 2019/20 – moves to 100% attract deprivation 
funding in 2020/21 the NFF as set out by the DfE is unaffordable. 
 
Chris Parkinson stated that an identical pupil in Tower Hamlet and 
Leicestershire receive the same amount of funding in 2020/21 if 
authorities replicated the NFF. 
 
Jenny commented that one of the things Leicestershire raised when the 
NFF was introduced is the balance between universal factors and 
additional factors.  Under the NFF schools with high levels of deprivation 
did not gain as expected as a result. 
 
Carolyn Lewis commented on the alignment of deprivation and SEN and 
the determining of funding as the majority of small village CE primary 
schools are in low deprivation.  Carolyn added that their ethos attracts 
children with SEND.  The feedback from 40 plus schools is that this will 
disproportionately affect them.  The local authority’s hourly rate remains 
at 2013/14 rates so schools are really contributing £7,000 rather than 
£6,000. 
 
Jenny stated that there is already a process for dealing with schools that 
are disproportionately affected and have a high proportion of pupils with 
SEND.  There is a process where we compare the £6,000 expected to 
pay against their notional SEND budget and where in excess make 
additional payments.  The hourly rate is correct for top-up funding and 
this has not changed for several years.  Carolyn Lewis stated that the 
consultation raised anxiety and the process was not clear.  Jenny stated 
the consultation did not affect this position and the mechanism was 
agreed through Schools Forum annually and members of the Schools 
Forum need to ensure that feedback is given to their counterparts.  Jenny 
commented that a fact sheet about school funding is currently being put 
together. 
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Graham Bett stated that the consultation outcome was clear.  Graham 
commented that he was interested to know how it would play it out if it 
was just assumed Schools Forum is about to say the same as the 
consultation. 
 
Jane Moore stated that the results of the consultation and feedback will 
be taken on board.  In terms of the process a vote will be taken today, 
Members have asked for views and this will be going to Members next 
week with an overview.  Recommendations will be made to Cabinet on 
22 November.  Members have approved that the Director can request a 
decision from the Secretary of State should Schools Forum not approve. 
 
Jane Moore commented that she was under no illusion that Schools 
Forum will agree to the transfer.  The reason for this consultation is that 
there is a deficit which needs to be addressed and every opportunity of 
how to address this needs to be explored.  If the transfer is not moved 
forward a clear plan will need to be in place and the point about 
partnership working will be key to this.  This is a challenge as this will 
necessitate a proposal for a strong plan to address the deficit which 
would require enough evidence for the Lead Member to take forward a 
recommendation. 
 
Kath Kelly commented that this would come back to schools to 
accelerate the programme and make further savings and asked if an 
approach was made to the Secretary of State would it be a 0.5% transfer.  
Jane confirmed it would be. 
 
Chris Parkinson acknowledged that the only way to do the transfer is 
capping and one of the things that did come out was the impact of the 
capping has a disproportionate impact on the schools that are deprived 
and are the schools that have been underfunded.  He added that some 
schools are significantly losing money which will impact on the delivery 
overall strategy.  Chris stated that schools are signed up and working 
with the LA to deliver and LSH would welcome the opportunity to work 
with the LA to expand and grow that strategy.  £2m will not actually 
deliver the plan we have and could indeed put the proposed £2m gain in 
jeopardy. 
 
Graham Bett stated that the cost of servicing £2m is less than the price 
schools are being asked to fund.  That calculation £2m to schools but is it 
£2m in the next financial year to the authority.  David Heyes commented 
that it was £2m in 2021.  
 
Discussion took place about the commitment they are making with LSAs 
as they are now largely only supporting high needs children and most 
schools are in this situation.  This is a piece of work about partnerships 
but feel schools are propping up this system. 
 
Graham Bett asked about a contribution from the local authority if 
discussions are about partnership working.  Graham suggested that the 
Secretary of State is not approached but to try and persuade them to 
provide improved funding for high needs. 
 
Jane Moore stated that there is no money in the local authority to provide 
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further funding for high needs SEN and agreed there does needs to be a 
conversation with the DfE. 
 
Mr Ould commented that the local authority is lobbying the Government.  
Mr Ould is still an active member of the F40 group and has attended 
meetings.  From 2015 EHCPs have accelerated and Tribunals have been 
awarding against local authorities.  Pre 2013 Leicestershire used to 
provide funding in addition to the government’s funding allocation of 
c£2m.  The introduction of DSG meant that money at the rate of spent, 
not at level of funding, resulting in Leicestershire losing control of £2m.  
Jane is also responsible for children care where numbers has risen from 
350 to 615.  The department is overspending and the amount of money 
going to increase by council tax – additional £40m - children’s social 
care.  Partnership is a two way process and if the Director recommends 
not to do the transfer then Members’ response will be where is the £2m 
coming from. 
 
Graham suggested a form of words for Jane to take to the Cabinet 
meeting “Schools Forum does not agree to the proposals to transfer 
£2m/0.5% from schools block and asks Leicestershire County Council 
not to appeal to the Secretary of State but provide for improved funding 
for high needs SEN, either directly or through improved grant from 
government.  The Forum welcomes work in the high needs programme 
and will work to bring forward the programme”.  
 
The following recommendations were presented to Schools Forum and a 
vote was taken: 
 
Support the inclusion of the sparsity factor within the school 
funding formula for 2020/21 onwards. 
4 in favour, one not in favour and 6 abstained. 
 
Support the inclusion of the mobility factor within the school 
funding formula for 2020/21 onwards 
6 in favour, one not in favour and 3 abstained. 
 
Approve the Transfer of 0.5% (£2m) from the Schools Block to High 
Needs for 2020/21 
12 in favour not to approve the transfer  
 
Schools Forum members will be written to following the Cabinet meeting 
on 22 November 2019. 
 

4. Any Other Business 
 
There was no further business. 

 

5. Date of Next Meeting 
 
Monday 20 January 2020 
 
2.00 – 4.00 pm at Beaumanor Hall. 
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SCHOOLS FORUM 
 

12 FEBRUARY 2020 
 

2020/21 SCHOOLS BUDGET 
   

Content Applicable to; School Phase; 

Maintained Primary and 
Secondary Schools 

X Pre School X 

Academies X Foundation Stage X 

PVI Settings X Primary X 

Special Schools / 
Academies 

X Secondary X 

Local Authority X Post 16 X 

  High Needs X 

 
 

Content Requires; By; 

Noting X Maintained Primary School 
Members 

 

Decision X Maintained Secondary 
School Members 

 

  Maintained Special School 
Members 

 

  Academy Members  

  All Schools Forum X 

Actions arising from the recommendations in this report are for 
all Schools Forum Members  

 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
 
1. The purpose of this report is to present the 2020/21 Dedicated Schools Grant 

Settlement for Leicestershire and the 2020/21 Schools Budget. 
 
2. This report builds upon a number of reports presented through the 2019/20 

financial year.  
 
Recommendations 
3. That Schools Forum approves the retention of the budget to fund future school 

growth (paragraph 14, Item 2) 
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4. That Schools Forum approve the retention of budgets to meet the prescribed 
statutory duties of the local authority and to meet historic costs (Paragraph 14, 
Items 3 & 4) 

 
5. That Schools Forum approve the centrally retained early years funding of 

(Paragraph 14, Item 5)  
 
6. That Schools Forum notes the number and average cost of commissioned 

places for children and young people with High Needs (Paragraph 23) 
  
7. That Schools Forum approve the action to be taken in respect of schools where 

the Special Educational Needs (SEN) notional budget is insufficient to meet the 
aggregated value of High Needs Funding Element 2 (Paragraphs 55 - 57) 

 
8. That Schools Forum note the average per pupil funding to be taken into 

account for recoupment for excluded pupils and other purposes (Paragraph 58) 
 
9. That Schools Forum note the payment rates for the Early Years Funding 

formula (Paragraph 62) 
 
 
Background 
10. This report builds upon those presented to Schools Forum during 2019 and 

sets out the local authority’s Schools Budget for 2020/21. 
 
11. The Schools Budget is the term given overall to the services funded from 

Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG). Local authorities are required to set the 
Schools Budget at least equal to the amount of DSG received. The local 
authority makes no contribution to DSG, the Schools Budget is therefore set at 
the level of grant and must contain all its spending pressures within that grant.  

 
12. There is no change to the basic structure of DSG for 2020/21 and remains 

divided into four separate funding blocks; 
 

 Schools Block – funds delegated budgets for maintained schools and 
academies and school growth. 

 

 The Central Services Block – funds historic costs and other prescribed 
local authority areas of expenditure including the local authorities 
statutory duties for all schools previously funded through the Education 
Services Grant. 

 

 Early Years – funds the free entitlement to early education for 
disadvantaged 2 year olds and 3 & 4 year olds, including the 30 hours 
of provision for eligible parents and a maximum of 3% of the total cost 
of the services that support the early years sector 

 

 High Needs – funds provision for pupils with SEN, the PRU and other 
services for vulnerable children such as the Secondary Education 
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Inclusion Partnerships, Children with Medical Needs and specialist 
teaching services 

 
13. The 2020/21 Children and Family Services Budget was considered by the 

Children and Family Services Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 21 January 
2020 , by the Cabinet on 5 February 2019, budget proposals will be considered 
by the County Council on 19 February 2020 and is shown as Appendix A. 

 
 
Role of the Schools Forum in setting the 2020/21 Schools Budget 
14. The Central School Services Block holds the retained budgets for a number of 

areas of expenditure centrally retained by the local authority through provisions 
contained within the School and Early Years Finance (England) Regulations, 
these budgets are subject to restrictions and some are subject to some 
decisions for the Schools Forum. 

 
15. The purpose and scope of these budgets is detailed below; 
 

Item Approval For  Action 

1. De-delegation from 
mainstream school budgets 

No decision to be taken, no budgets 
are subject to de-delegation. 
 
De-delegation affects maintained 
primary and secondary schools 
only, all budgets for academies are 
required to be fully delegated. 
 

2. To create a fund for pupil 
number growth in order to 
support the local authority’s 
duty for place planning and 
agree the criteria for 
maintained schools and 
academies to access this fund. 

Schools Forum approved the policy 
for funding school growth at its 
meeting on 30 September 2019 
 
A revenue budget to meet the cost 
arising from commissioning 
additional school places required to 
meet the basic need for sufficient 
school places was established in 
2019/20. The proposed budget is 
£3.1m (2019/20 £1.7m) 
 

3. Funding for the local authority 
in order to meet prescribed 
statutory duties placed upon it. 
 
This funding now includes 
funding for local authority 
statutory duties for all schools 
previously funded through the 
retained duties element of ESG 
 
 

The budgets falling into this 
category are; 
 
 Servicing the Schools Forum 

£8,750 (2019/20 £8,570), this 
budget meets the cost of 
operating the Schools Forum. It 
appears on the Admin and 
Committees line on the budget 
statement 
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 Admissions £329,375 (2019/20 
£329,375). This meets the local 
authority’s statutory 
responsibilities for admissions 
and is funded from the Schools 
Block. This appears on the 
Education Sufficiency line of the 
budget statement 

 

Local Authority Statutory / 
Regulatory Duties, Asset 
Management and Central Support 
Services £1.435m. This largely 
consists of recharges from services 
outside the Children and Families 
Department that support budgets 
funded from DSG such as finance, 
ICT, property. 
  

4. Funding for historic costs met 
by the local authority. Following 
the baselining exercise 
undertaken to determine the 
2017/18 DSG baselines the 
Department for Education have 
set out their expectation that 
these costs should unwind over 
time and that funding released 
should be recycled to school 
budgets. This may be the case 
for the element relating to 
schools causing concern but 
no funding will be released 
from premature retirement for 
significant periods of time given 
that the local authority remains 
supporting such costs arising 
from pre 1997 

 Premature Retirement Costs 
£674,900 (2019/20 £674,900), 
these are historic costs relating 
to school staff where the 
commitment remains with the 
local authority and relates to 
both maintained schools and 
academies. This appears on 
the Human Resources line of 
the budget statement 

 

 Miscellaneous £223,750 
(2019/20 £248,000). This is the 
commissioning budget for 
maintained schools causing 
concern, whilst the number of 
maintained schools has 
reduced overall the number of 
schools requiring LA support is 
largely unchanged. This 
appears on the 5-19 Learning 
line of the budget statement 

 
 

5. Funding for central early years 
expenditure, which includes 
funding for checking eligibility 
of pupils for an early years 
place in addition to the local 
authorities statutory 

Schools Forum are asked to 
approve expenditure of £1.658m 
(2019/20 £1.675m)  
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responsibilities in this area. 
Centrally retained funding must 
not exceed 5% of the Early 
Years DSG 
 

 
16. In previous years Schools Forum approval has been required to carry forward a 

deficit on the Schools Block to be met from the following years budget, this 
requirement has been removed by the Department for Education. Local 
authorities are now required to carry any deficit forward and may also only 
contribute local resources to the Schools Budget with the permission of the 
Secretary of State. The latter of these changes effectively prohibits local 
authorities from contributing to DSG and to fund any DSG deficit 

 
17. Where the decision making power is vested in the Schools Forum, the local 

authority may seek adjudication from the Secretary of State should approval not 
be granted. This would be sought should Schools Forum not approve the 
centrally funded items, there is no other source of funding for the local authority 
to meet these commitments which are all incurred as a result of the local 
authority’s role in schools. Retention of these budgets is consistent with that of 
previous years. 

 
18. A further budget for school copyright is held centrally under provisions within 

the School and Early Years Finance (England) Regulations. This funds 
copyright licences within a nationally negotiated contract by the Secretary of 
State for all academies and maintained schools, as a result of this national 
contract individual schools no longer meet these costs directly. The 2020/21 
cost for Leicestershire is confirmed at £509,100. 

 
Dedicated Schools Grant 
 
19. For 2020/21 the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) remains calculated in four 

separate blocks as set out below; 
 

Funding Block Areas Funded Basis for Settlement 

Schools Block 
£417.9m 
consisting of; 
 

 School 
formula 
funding 
£414.8m 

 

 School 
Growth £3.1m 

 

Individual budgets for 
maintained schools and 
academies.  
 
Growth funding  for the 
revenue costs of delivering 
additional mainstream 
school places and to meet 
the local authorities duty to 
ensure a sufficient number 
of school places.  
 
DSG is notionally allocated 
to Leicestershire for all 

2020/21continues the 
movement towards a 
National Funding Formula 
(NFF) for schools which 
attributes units of funding to 
pupil characteristics. The 
grant settlement is based 
on; 
 

 the aggregate of pupil led 
characteristics for each 
individual school 

 an allocation for school 
led factors based on 
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maintained schools and 
academies. A locally agreed 
funding formula is applied to 
this to determine school 
budgets, for maintained 
schools these are allocated 
directly by the local 
authority, for academies the 
funding is recouped from 
the settlement by the 
Education and Skills 
Funding Agency (ESFA) 
who then directly fund 
academies. 

2019/20 expenditure. 
 
These allocations are fully 
delegated to schools unless 
a transfer from the schools 
block to high needs is 
actioned.  
 
The NFF means that all 
local authorities receive the 
same amount of funding for 
a number of pupil related 
characteristics. Difference in 
funding levels relate to the 
incidence of pupil 
characteristics rather than 
differing funding levels 
 
The allocation of funding for 
to support new school 
growth will be retained to 
meet the future costs of new 
and expanding schools. 
 
In respect of school formula 
funding this represents a 
cash increase of 6%, for 
growth this is an increase of 
29% 
 

Central School 
Services Block 
£3.261m 

This funds historic financial 
commitments related to 
schools such as premature 
retirement costs, some 
budgets related to schools 
that are centrally retained 
e.g. admissions, servicing 
the Schools Forum and 
school copyright licences. 
This block now includes 
funding from the retained 
duties element of the former 
Education Services Grant 
for the responsibilities that 
local authorities have for all 
pupils such as school place 
planning and asset 
management. 

This is distributed through a 
per pupil allocation basis 
and is retained by the local 
authority. 
 
The funding allocation for 
some historic financial 
commitments is being 
reduced nationally from 
2020/21 as the DfE have an 
expectation that these 
financial commitments will 
naturally expire. However, 
this element of funding 
meets the cost of historic 
premature retirement costs 
for teaching staff that will 
remain. This will be a 
financial pressure for the 
medium term as this funding 
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is phased out but 
commitments retained. 
 
Overall this is a decrease of 
4% over the 2019/20 
baseline. 

High Needs 
Block  
 
Est £74.8m 

Funds special schools and 
other specialist providers for 
high needs pupils and 
students, the pupil referral 
unit and support services for 
high needs pupils including 
high needs students in 
further education provision. 
 
As with the Schools Block 
this includes funding for 
special academies and post 
16 providers which is 
recouped by the ESFA who 
then directly fund 
academies. 
 
Confirmation of the 2020/21 
grant is not expected until 
March 2020. 
 

The formula is based upon 
population of 0 -19 year olds 
and proxy indicators for 
additional educational need 
including deprivation, ill 
heath, disability and low 
attainment.  
 
Also included is an element 
based on historic spend. 
The formula also includes a 
funding floor to ensure that 
local authorities do not 
receive a funding reduction 
as a result of the 
introduction of the formula, 
Leicestershire receives 
£2.1m through this element, 
this funding is not 
guaranteed in the medium 
term. 
 
The grant allocation 
includes the additional 
funding announced by the 
DfE in September 2019 and 
is an increase of 8% from 
the 2019/20 baseline 
 

Early Years Est 
£35.5m   
 

Funds the Free Entitlement 
to Early Education (FEEE) 
for 2, 3 and 4 year olds and 
an element of the early 
learning and childcare 
service. 
 
The grant is based on the 
universal hourly base rate 
plus additional needs 
measured with reference to 
free school meals, disability 
living allowance and english 
as an additional language.  
 

The allocation is based on 
individual pupil 
characteristics and 
converted to a rate per hour 
of participation.  
 
Leicestershire receives the 
lowest rate of £4.38 per 
hour for 3 and 4 year olds 
and the lowest rate of £5.28 
per hour for disadvantaged 
2 year olds. 
This position is an increase 
of funding of £0.08 per hour 
on each rate, +1.8% for 3 & 
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The initial settlement is 
based on the October 2019 
census, the grant will be 
updated in July 2020 for the 
January census and again 
in June 2021 for the 
January 2021 census. The 
final grant will not be 
confirmed until June 2021. 
 

4 year old funding and 
+1.5% for 2 year old funding 
from the 2019/20 baseline 

£531.461m 2020/21 Estimated DSG 

 
20. The Council’s 2020/21 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) continues to 

set the overall Schools Budget as a net nil budget at local authority level. 
However, in 2020/21 there is a further estimated annual funding gap of £11m 
which will be an overspend against the grant. For deficits that exceed 1% of 
DSG local authorities are required to submit a recovery plan to the Department 
for Education (DfE), it is expected that a submission will be required for each 
year of the MTFS. 

 
Schools Block  
21. 2020/21 sees a further movement towards the National Funding Formula 

(NFF), this funds all pupils at the same rate irrespective of the authority in 
which they are educated. The NFF uses pupil characteristics each with a 
nationally set funding rate to generate school level funding to local authorities. 
Within the NFF only the per pupil entitlement is universal to all, other factors 
reflect the incidence of additional needs such as deprivation and low prior 
attainment. Funding levels between local authorities and individual schools 
within those local authorities, vary purely as a result of pupil characteristics 
rather than national funding levels. Where local authorities have adopted the 
NFF as their school funding formula schools with the same pupil numbers and 
pupil characteristics will receive the same budget.  

 
22. School funding remains a ‘soft’ school funding formula for 2020/21. A ‘soft’ 

formula is where NFF calculates notional school allocations based upon pupil 
characteristics to generate the grant allocation, local authorities then apply their 
own local funding formula to generate individual school budgets.  The 
Department for Education (DfE) have confirmed their intention to move to a 
‘hard’ formula as soon as possible where every school budget will be set on the 
basis of a single, national formula. They have not given any timescale for 
implementation. The proposed Leicestershire school funding formula continues 
to reflect the NFF. For 2020/21 it is proposed to add two additional funding 
factors to reflect sparsity and mobility.  

 
 
High Needs 
23. Local authorities are required to submit to the ESFA annually in November the 

number and location of special school places it wishes to commission for the 
following academic year, this informs the final DSG allocation and academy 
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budgets. The number of High Needs places commissioned from DSG and their 
average unit costs are shown at Appendix C. Costs at individual school and unit 
reflects the needs of pupil at that provision, as such there is a significant 
variation between, and within, groups of providers. These places are the 
minimum the local authority will commission, additional places where and if 
required are fully funded from the high needs block. 

 
24. The escalating cost of providing SEND services is one of the main financial 

pressures impacting local government nationally. This is reflected in the County 
Council’s draft MTFS, presented to Cabinet in December, where expenditure 
was forecast to exceed the available grant by £6m in 2020/21, resulting in a 
cumulative deficit of £13m by 2021/22. The following table sets out 2019/20 
high needs expenditure for information; 

 

  
 
25. Following confirmation of pupil destinations for the 2019/20 academic year 

demand for packages to support pupils was found to have increased.  
Additionally, unit costs for placements at special schools and mainstream have 
increased. Through the High Needs Development Plan an additional 90 places 
were made available. However, this additional local capacity has simply met the 
increase in overall demand and not allowed the use of independent provision to 
reduce. The additional capacity still has a positive cost avoidance impact of 
£2.2m, as otherwise pupils would have required independent special school 
placements. 

 
26. For 2020/21 it is estimated that the funding gap will be £11m, assuming that 

current demand trends continue. The cumulative deficit, incorporating the £3m 
2019/20 additional expenditure, is expected to total £19m at the end of 
2020/21. A forecast is currently being developed for future years and the 
financial deficit is expected to continuing increasing.  

 
27. The Department are investigating a number of actions that could over the 

course of the MTFS reduce demand and therefore the overall deficit. 
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28. Government announced in September 2019 that additional High Needs funding 
of £700m would be available to local authorities, this equated to £5.5m for 
Leicestershire. It is anticipated that this funding will continue and the DfE has 
indicated that the future high-level funding increases that were also announced 
will include high needs increases. 

 
29. The provisional High Needs DSG is £74.8m.  This will be updated in June 2020 

for the most recent data.  The formula allocates funding across a set of pupil-
related indicators and also includes an allocation based on historic spend.  For 
2020 Leicestershire receives the minimum guaranteed increase of 8% per pupil 
with the formula retaining £2.3m of protection funding, which is not guaranteed 
in the long term. 

 
30. The High Needs Development Plan is the Council’s approach to planning, 

commissioning and delivering SEND services focused on three key areas: 

 To develop and embed an inclusive approach to practice amongst schools, 
LA staff and other settings; 

 The modernisation of SEN Services through improved commissioning, 
processes, decision making and quality assurance; 

 The development of a range of cost effective, high quality local provision. 
 

31. The project is taking a holistic view of the whole SEN system. It is now fully 
staffed and mobilised. 

 
32. Leicestershire continues to invest in developing additional specialist provision 

to reduce costs. The 2020/21 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 
continues that approach an includes a proposed capital programme of £17.8m 
and recognises that a further £10m may be required for an additional special 
school in the future. Whilst the DfE provides local authorities with funding to 
meet basic need increases in mainstream schools, no funding is available to 
meet the opening costs and diseconomies of scale for expanding specialist 
provision. The estimated revenue cost of bringing the new provision to capacity 
is £6.3m. This adds to the High Needs deficit.  

 
33. The savings built into the High Needs Development Plan are delivered by 

increasing local capacity to reduce the use of more costly independent 
provision and reducing overall demand, these are at risk should demand 
continue to increase.  

 
34. Local authorities can transfer a maximum of 0.5% of funding from the Schools 

Block to High Needs following consultation with schools and approval from the 
Schools Forum. Transfers in excess of 0.5% can be undertaken but require the 
permission of the Secretary of State, as can approval of the 0.5% should 
Schools Forum not approve a transfer. A transfer would have yielded c£2m 
which would reduce the high needs deficit. 

 
35. Consultation was undertaken with schools in October on a transfer from the 

schools block to high needs.  103 schools responded to the consultation with 
84% disagreeing with the proposal. Schools Forum considered the proposal at 
its meeting on 6 November 2019 and unanimously rejected the proposal. 
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Cabinet on 22 November 2019 resolved not to pursue a transfer for 2020/21 
but noted that should the high needs block deficit continue to increase, it may 
be necessary to consider further measures, including the transfer of funding, in 
future years. 

 
36. A DSG deficit has been able to be carried forward to the following year with the 

approval of the Schools Forum. However, the DfE have recently removed the 
need for Schools Forum approval to carry forward of a deficit and prohibiting 
local authorities from contributing to DSG without the approval of the Secretary 
of State. Whilst the DfE view is that this change would remove concerns raised 
by auditors it will require local authorities will be required to set aside revenue 
funding to offset the liability. This will require expenditure reductions in other 
areas of the local authority.   

 
Central Services Block  
37. The central services block funds a number of school related expenditure items 

such as existing school-based premature retirement costs, copyright licences 
under a national DfE contract for all schools and other historic costs.  

 
38. The DfE have stated that their expectation is that over a period of time historic 

costs should ‘unwind’, as commitments reduce, for example a reduction in 
pensioners. To reflect that grant allocations have been reduced for 2020/21, for 
Leicestershire the reduction is £0.13m. This element of the grant meets costs 
such as previous commitments for premature retirement costs and school 
improvement. The reduction can be partially offset against other grant funding 
in the short term but does create a financial pressure that will increase as 
further reductions are implemented. The 2020/21 settlement is £3.2m, a 
decrease of 4.1%.  

 
Early Years Block 
39. Nationally early years funding has been increased by £66m.  The grant remains 

determined by the number of children participating in early years education.  
The funding supports the 30 hours Free Entitlement to Early Education (FEEE) 
for eligible parents and continued delivery of the early years offer for 
disadvantaged two year olds. The increase in funding equates to 8p per hour, 
Leicestershire continues to receive the lowest rate per hour at £5.28 per hour 
for two year olds and £4.38 per hour for 3 and 4 year olds. The maximum of 5% 
of the overall settlement is retained to fund the early learning service which 
fulfils local authority’s statutory duty to ensure sufficiency of places for those 
parents that request one. 

 
School Funding Formula  
40. Nationally schools will receive a minimum per pupil increase in funding of 

1.84% per pupil with no capping on increases. Whilst there is no timescale for 
the implementation of the ‘hard’ formula for 2020 the minimum per pupil funding 
levels of £3,750 for primary and £5,000 for secondary have been made 
mandatory which is a further step toward the DfE’s intention.  Despite the 
overall increase in budget, a number of schools remain on the funding floor with 
an increase of 1.84% per pupil. These schools, despite additional funding, will 
experience a real terms decrease in income. As the funding guarantee is at 
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pupil level, schools with decreases in pupil numbers will see an overall 
decrease in budget allocation.   

 
41. 2020/21 is the third year of implementation of the National Funding Formula 

(NFF) and is the first year funding gains have not been capped. Therefore, 
schools above the minimum funding increase receive the full NFF. The DfE do 
not reissue the per school funding tables for the updated 2019 school census, 
however the 2018 census data illustrates the impact of the NFF for 
Leicestershire schools: 

 
 
 
 

 Primary Secondary 

No  %  No  %  

Schools at Funding Floor +1.84% per 
pupil 

70 34% 1 2% 

Schools with Increase up to 5% per pupil 54 26% 34 74% 

Schools with Increase between 5% - 7% 
per pupil 

24 16% 10 22% 

School with Increase above 7% per pupil 20 24% 1 2% 

     

Range of Gains – Primary per pupil 1.84% - 
10.13% 

 

Range of Gains – Secondary per pupil  1.84% - 8.6% 

 
42. The funding formula relates only to mainstream schools and academies, no 

such funding increases have been delivered within the High Needs DSG and as 
such there are no funding increases for specialist provision. 

  
43. The 2018/19 and 2019/20 school funding formula was agreed by Cabinet on 9 

January 2018 which largely mirrored the NFF. Consultation was undertaken 
with schools in October on the introduction of two additional factors; 

 

 Sparsity  - this was originally omitted from the Leicestershire formula as 
its impact was minimal. 50% of the 102 schools that responded to this 
element of the consultation agreed with its inclusion. It is proposed that 
this is included in the 2020/21 formula. 

 Pupil Mobility – this is a new element in the Leicestershire funding 
allocation for 2020/21. 61% of the 101 schools that responded to this 
element of the consultation agreed with its inclusion. It is proposed that 
this is included in the 2020/21 formula. 

 
Schools Forum considered the changes at its meeting of 6 November 2019 and 
supported their inclusion in the 2020/21 school funding formula. The 
introduction of these two factors will ensure that the Leicestershire formula fully 
reflects the NFF. All other factors remain unchanged and fully reflect the DFE 
funding values for 2020/21. Cabinet will consider the change at its meeting of 7 
February. 
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44. The data used to determine the number of pupils with Low Prior Attainment 
(LPA) for primary schools is based upon the Early Years Foundation Stage 
Profile (EYFS) and are those pupils are defined as those who did not reach the 
expected level of development at EYFS. The new EYFS system was first 
introduced in the academic year 2012 to 2013. The first cohort to take the new 
test resulted in the proportion of pupils attaining the expected level of 
development being lower nationally than in succeeding cohorts, hence the 
number defined as having LPA was higher. This first cohort passed into 
secondary school in autumn 2019, so the 2020-21 data is the first year that did 
not include this early cohort with its higher LPA rates. The number of primary 
pupils attracting LPA funding has therefore fallen, whilst this may result in LPA 
funding being lower than in previous years, the minimum per pupil funding 
levels and the minimum gain per pupil of 1.84% restricts any overall decrease 
in funding. 

 
45. The Leicestershire formula fully meets the NFF values and was submitted to 

the ESFA on January 19 in accordance with their deadline, validation checks 
will be undertaken by the ESFA who will confirm that it meets the requirement 
of the regulations after which it will be possible to issue budgets to maintained 
schools and the ESFA will issue budgets to academies. The funding formula 
showing the unit rates and the total funding allocated by them is shown as 
Appendix C. 

 
46. There is no transfer of funding from the Schools Block to High Needs. 

Leicestershire is one of just a few local authorities not to do so since the 
introduction of the NFF in 2018/19in 2018/19 or 2019/20. Should high needs 
cost continue to increase a transfer cannot be ruled out in future years. 

 
47. Grants for universal infant free school meals and PE & Sport have not been 

confirmed, it is expected that these will continue as for 2019/20. Schools will be 
notified at such time information is received. 

 
Funding School Growth 
48.  Within the Schools Block, but separate to funding for individual schools, local 

authorities receive funding for the initial revenue costs of commissioning 
additional primary and secondary school places For 2020/21 the grant is 
confirmed as £3.1m for its two distinct elements; 

 
 a)  Explicit i.e. funding to be given to schools increasing as a result of the 

basic need for school places; and,  
 
b)  Implicit i.e. the cost of protection and pupil number adjustments as a result 

of age range changes.  
 

49. The revenue cost of commissioning a new school ranges from £0.5m to £0.8m 
for a primary and £2.2m to £2.5m for a secondary, depending upon size and 
opening arrangements. 26 new primary and 3 new secondary schools are 
expected to be built in Leicestershire in the medium to long term. The revenue 
requirement for new schools is difficult to assess as it is dependent upon the 
speed of housing developments, growth in the basic need for additional school 
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places, the school funding formula and the level and the methodology for the 
DSG growth funding calculation. However, early estimates suggest the cost can 
be managed within the existing grant. Expenditure is expected to rise annually 
from 2021/22 and to peak at £5m in 2023/24, annual underspends in growth 
funding will be set aside in the DSG Earmarked Fund to meet this peak. This 
position will be closely monitored. 

 
50. Schools Forum agreed a revised Growth Policy at its meeting of 30 September 

2019 which establishes a link to the additional school places delivered through 
the capital programme, the increased cost base as a result of expansion in 
schools prior to mainstream funding being generated, the timing of growth as 
well as affordability. 

 
51. It should be noted that the growth fund relates exclusively to mainstream 

schools and cannot be used to support new SEND provision without a transfer 
from the schools to high needs block, the cost of commissioning new SEND 
provision falls to be met from the high needs block.  

 
Dedicated Schools Grant Reserve 
52. It is forecast that the DSG reserve will move to deficit at 31 March 2020 as a 

result of the continues and increasing overspend on high needs 
 

 £,000 Narrative 

DSG Reserve 1/4/20 -1,708 Confirmed reserve at close of the 
2017/18 financial year 

Reserve Utilised 2019/20 

Schools Block 
Underspend 

-2,111 Underspend in growth funding carried 
forward to meet future commitments 

Early Years Block 
Underspend 

-42 Underspend in FEEE, carried forward 

High Needs overspend 7,784 Annual funding gap carried forward 

DSG Reserve 3,923 Deficit carried forward to be met from 
future years DSG 

 
53. The DSG reserve aggregates the school block underspend and the high needs 

overspend. Whilst these are aggregated for reporting purposes they are 
managed separately i.e. growth funding will increase to meet future needs and 
the high needs deficit will increase until the high needs development plan 
establishes sustainability. The reserve is also the only funding source to meet 
any deficits reverting to the authority from mainstream school conversion to 
sponsored academy arrangements and for the current mechanism for funding 
protection for the fall in pupils in the first year of age range changes. 

 
54. It is estimated that the DSG reserve will reach a £19m deficit in 2020/21. 
 
 
Notional SEN Budget 
55. The Notional SEN budget is an identified amount of funding within a schools 

overall budget that is to contribute to the special educational provision of 
children with SEN or disabilities and is to guide schools in the allocation of 
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resources to meet additional needs of pupils. In terms of high needs the funding 
system sets out that element 2 funding is met from the notional SEN budget. 
The basis of the calculation is locally defined and is unchanged for 2020/21, the 
calculation reflects the nature of the pupils at individual schools from the proxy 
indicators deemed to correlate to the expected incidence of SEN rather than 
indicators that are the result of an identified SEN needs through, for example, 
the number of EHCP’s within the school. The proportions and funding factors it 
relate to are detailed out in the following table, the calculation is individual to 
each school and therefore the proportion of the overall school budget will vary: 

  

Funding Factor 2020/21 % to 
Notional 

SEN 

Age Weighted Pupil Unit 4% 

Prior Attainment 50% 

IDACI 67% 

 
Total Notional SEN Budget 
Contained within the Funding 
Formula 

 
£33.1m 

 
 The  
56. The local authority will continue to assess schools where the notional SEN 

budget is insufficient to meet commitments to element 2 funding through a 
comparison of costs and notional SEN budget in December following pupil 
movements at the commencement of the academic year. Where the budget is 
shown to be insufficient to meet commitments an additional payment will be 
made in February. Schools should, within their management processes, 
consider how their SEN notional budget is deployed to support pupils within the 
mainstream school environment. 

 
57. The process above is unchanged from previous years. The Department is at 

the early stages of formulating an approach to funding pupils with SEN in 
mainstream and special schools as well as SEN units. This process will also 
consider whether alternative methods of funding would better reflect schools 
with disproportionally high numbers of SEN pupils 

 
Excluded Pupils 
58. The arrangements for reclaiming funding from schools excluding pupils no 

longer solely refer to the deduction being based upon the age weighted pupil 
unit and refers to the average per pupil funding value for primary, Key Stage 3 
and Key Stage 4. These values are detailed in the following table and will be 
applied as the deduction to school budgets from April 2019.  

  

School Phase Annual 
Rate 

£ 

Daily  
Rate 

£ 

 
Primary 

 
3,362.80 

 
17.70 

Key Stage 3 4,729.34 24.89 
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Key Stage 4 5,368.47 28.26 

 
59. These rates will also be applied to the funding adjustments made in relation to 

dual registered pupils at Oakfield, the charges levied for the education of 
children with medical needs and will be recommended to the Secondary 
Education Inclusion Partnerships.   

 
Pupil Premium 
60. The DfE have announced increased Pupil Premium rates for 2020/21: 
 

  2020/21 
per Pupil 

2019/20 
per Pupil 

Increase 
per Pupil 

Primary Free School Meals £1,345 £1,320 £25 

Secondary Free School Meals £955 £935 £20 

Looked After and Previously Looked After 
Children 

£2,345 £2,300 £45 

Service Premium £310 £300 £10 

  
61. The allocations are passported intact by the local authority to maintained 

schools for eligible pupils on the school roll but are retained by the local 
authority for looked after children which is allocated by the Head of the Virtual 
School, academies receive funding directly from the ESFA. 

 
2020/21 Early Years Provider Budgets 
62. Early year provider funding rates are set out below, the base rate has increased 

by £0.07 per hour as a result of the national increase of funding. 
  

3 and 4 Year olds Per Hour 
 

Base Rate £4.10 

Deprivation top-up £0.04 to £0.08 

Special Needs top-up £6.99 

 

2 Year olds Per Hour 
 

2 Year Old Base Rate £5.00 

2 Year Old Special Needs top-up £6.99 

 
 

The Local Authority Budget 
63. Council will consider the local authority’s budget at its meeting in March. For 

the four year MTFS period 2020/21 – 2023/24 there is a requirement for 
savings of £80m. To mete this requirement all savings set out in the MTFS 
need to be fully delivered and further savings of £39m need to be identified. 
This excludes the savings required to ensure that High Needs expenditure is 
brought into alignment with the grant 

 
64. In order to set out the full context of the financial challenges facing the 

department the provisions for growth and savings set out in the Children and 
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Family Services budget for 2020/21 to 2023/24 are summarised below. The 
significant challenge within this section of the budget continues to be the growth 
in the number and cost of social care placements and the staff required to 
support both services for both looked after children and vulnerable children and 
their families The budget makes provision for continued increase in numbers of 
looked after children but also a savings target to reduce the average unit cost of 
placements. The department, through the Children’s Innovation Partnership, is 
investigating options for new service operating models in order to mitigate 
growth and deliver savings; 

  

 

GROWTH 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

£000 £000 £000 £000

*  items unchanged from previous Medium Term Financial Strategy

** items included in the previous Medium Term Financial Strategy which have been amended

Demand & cost increases

** G1 Demographic growth- Social Care Placements 4,250 7,200 10,300 13,600

* G2 Removal of time-limited growth - Supporting Leicestershire Families - 

transition to a new model when external funding ceases -1,000 -1,000 -1,000 -1,000

* G3 Special Education Needs Assessment Service - increased demand 

on service 135 135 135 135

G4 Front-line social care staff - increased caseloads 2,400 3,380 4,360 5,340

G5 Social Care market premia to support recruitment 600 620 640 660

G6 Educational Psychology Service - increased demand 300 300 300 300

G7 Loss of SEN Reform Grant 310 310 310 310

G8 Pupil Referral Unit (PRU) Transport - increased demand 50 50 50 50

G9 Unaccompanied Asylum Seekers - additional demand 750 1,000 1,250 1,500

TOTAL 7,795 11,995 16,345 20,895

SAVINGS 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

£000 £000 £000 £000

*  items unchanged from previous Medium Term Financial Strategy

** items included in the previous Medium Term Financial Strategy which have been amended

Eff - Efficiency saving

SR - Service reduction

Inc - Income

* CF1 Eff New Departmental Operating Model -100 -100 -100 -100

** CF2 Eff Reduction in Social Care Placement costs -1,500 -2,200 -2,900 -3,600

* CF3 Eff/SR Early Help Review -250 -250 -250 -250

* CF4 Eff Review of staff absence -75 -75 -75 -75

* CF5 Inc Academy conversion (reduced numbers) 0 30 30 30

TOTAL -1,925 -2,595 -3,295 -3,995

References

References
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Capital Programme  
65. The draft Children and Family Services capital programme totals £127.7m over 

the next four years including £31.71m in 2020/21. The draft programme and 
funding are outlined below. It is envisaged that over the four years of the MTFS 
an additional 5,900 mainstream school places and an additional 500 places for 
children and young people with SEND will be created. 

 
66. The programme is partially funded by external grant and developer S106 

contributions: 
 
Basic Need Grant - is received from the DfE based upon the need to create 
additional school places. Grant of £8.751 for 2020/21 has been confirmed but 
has been estimated at £8.8m for the final three years of the programme, the 
timing of announcements of grant for these latter of the MTFS are uncertain 
although a settlement for 2021/22 is expected in the spring. The grant reflects 
the overall place need across the County and for both maintained schools and 
academies. The grant meets the infrastructure costs of creating new places in 
primary and secondary schools. Eligible revenue costs fall to be met from the 
local authorities growth fund funded from DSG for primary and secondary 
schools. No funding is received for the revenue and capital costs of additional 
places for SEND. 
 
Strategic Maintenance Grant – is received from the DfE for the maintenance of 
maintained schools only. Grant is based on a formula that considers pupil 
numbers and overall condition of the school estate. Allocations for the MTFS 
period are yet to be confirmed. The grant reduces as schools convert to 
academies. 
 
S106 Contributions – it is estimated that a total of £68.3 of S106 contributions 
will be received to fund the proposed programme, £8.9m in 2020/21. Estimates 
for the latter two years of the MTFS are uncertain and are dependent upon the 
speed of housing developments.  It is estimated that the full costs of new 
schools required on new housing developments will be fully funded from s106 
contributions. 
 
SEND Provision Capital Grant – this grant was announced during 2017/18 by 
the DfE and in response to the introduction of the National Funding formula for 
High Needs to provide local authorities with capital to develop cost effective 
SEN provision.  
 
Free School Bid 
The programme includes funding from the DfE for £8m to build a new 50 place 
special school for children with Social, Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) 
needs in Shepshed. The DfE has approved the bid and negotiations are on-
going with the on the scope and funding arrangements for the build. 

 
 Draft Capital Programme 2020/21 – 2023/24 
 The draft capital programme is set out in the following table and shown in full in 

Appendix C; 
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 2020/21 
£000 

2021/22 
£000 

2022/23 
£000 

2023/24 
£000 

Total 
£000 

Additional School Places 19,180 24,170 20,600 35,000 98,950 

SEND Programme 9,780 0 8,000 0 17,780 

Other Capital 2,750 2,800 2,700 2,700 10,950 

Total 31,710 26,970 31,300 37,700 127,680 

 
 
67. The draft programme has been developed on a priority basis and within that 

schemes are at different stages of development. For some schemes 
contractors’ prices have been obtained but for others costs are indicative and 
based on exemplar and / or similar schemes. In order to minimise risk where 
contractors prices have not yet been obtained contingency is held to mitigate 
against any increase in cost. As prices are confirmed schemes will be re-
evaluated and re-prioritised as necessary. 

 
68. The programme is focused on two significant areas; the need to provide 

additional primary school places based on the assessed need through the 
annual school capacity assessment which also provides the basis for the Basic 
Need capital grant. It is estimated that additional places will be delivered in 
2020/21, the location and number of the additional places can only be 
confirmed following the confirmation of school admissions in January and April 
2020. 

  
 Schemes are focused on the need to develop additional primary school places 

in Ashby and Shepshed in 2010/21 with further new schemes in Castle 
Donnington, Thorpebury, West of Loughborough, Coalville, Lutterworth, Melton 
and Market Harborough over the remainder of the programme. The programme 
includes S106 developer contributions of £65.8m to deliver these new schools. 
It also includes contingency to address any unforeseen issues arising from 
September 2020 admissions data. 

 
The programme also includes a total £9.8m investment in SEND provision to 
increase local provision through the development and expansion of SEN units 
and special schools to provide the infrastructure upon which the high needs 
development plan will be delivered. A total of £3.6m has been received through 
the SEN Provision Grant.  The cost of SEN provision, excluding the DfE funded 
new SEMH school, delivered by the capital programme since 2019/20 is 
£17.3m the funding gap of £13.7m  has been met from County Council 
resources.  

 
 
Appendices 
 
Appendix A – 2020/21 Children and Family Services Revenue Budget 
 
Appendix B – Summary of Commissioned High Needs Places  
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Appendix C – 2020/21 School Funding Rates 
 
 
Officer to Contact 
Jenny Lawrence, Finance Business Partner CYPS 
Email;  jlawrence@leics.gov.uk 
Tel:   0116 3056401   
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APPENDIX A

REVENUE BUDGET 2020/21

Budget   

19/20

Employees

Running 

Expenses

Internal 

Income

Gross 

Budget

External 

Income

Net Total 

20/21 Schools Early Years High Needs

Dedicated 

Schools 

Grant LA Block

£ £ £ £ £ £

1,364,295 C&FS Directorate 1,258,403 105,892 0 1,364,295 0 1,364,295 18,499 44,230 153,947 216,676 1,147,619

1,760,651 C&FS Safeguarding 1,973,353 235,298 -48,000 2,160,651 -150,000 2,010,651 0 0 0 0 2,010,651

137,937 LSCB 271,028 149,800 -70,100 350,728 -212,791 137,937 0 0 0 0 137,937

1,898,588 Safeguarding, Improvement & QA 2,244,381 385,098 -118,100 2,511,379 -362,791 2,148,588 0 0 0 0 2,148,588

682,054 Asylum Seekers 339,318 1,092,736 0 1,432,054 0 1,432,054 0 0 0 0 1,432,054

3,207,781 C&FS Fostering & Adoption 4,236,105 803,676 -486,000 4,553,781 -666,000 3,887,781 0 0 0 0 3,887,781

29,651,084 C&FS Operational Placements 241,568 32,259,516 0 32,501,084 -100,000 32,401,084 0 0 0 0 32,401,084

1,990,904 Children in Care Service 2,196,454 524,450 0 2,720,904 -40,000 2,680,904 0 0 0 0 2,680,904

616,622 Education of Children in Care 813,992 246,100 -347,500 712,592 -95,970 616,622 0 0 0 0 616,622

36,148,445 Total Children in Care 7,827,437 34,926,478 -833,500 41,920,415 -901,970 41,018,445 0 0 0 0 41,018,445

11,050,622 Fieldwork locality Teams 11,242,668 649,080 -12,126 11,879,622 -29,000 11,850,622 0 0 0 0 11,850,622

1,128,604 Social Care Legal costs 123,204 1,005,400 0 1,128,604 0 1,128,604 0 0 0 0 1,128,604

12,179,226 Field Social Work 11,365,872 1,654,480 -12,126 0 13,008,226 0 -29,000 12,979,226 0 0 0 0 12,979,226

329,630 Practice Excellence Team 281,630 48,000 0 329,630 0 329,630 0 0 0 0 329,630

50,555,889 TOTAL CHILDRENS SOCIAL CARE 21,719,320 37,014,056 -963,726 57,769,650 -1,293,761 56,475,889 0 0 0 0 56,475,889

10,055,299 Children & Families Wellbeing Service 10,162,693 2,196,639 -742,986 11,616,346 -2,811,047 8,805,299 0 0 0 0 8,805,299

595,851 Education Sufficiency 926,251 42,900 -108,800 860,351 -264,500 595,851 391,502 0 0 391,502 204,349

35,650,199 C&FS 0-5 Learning 2,275,674 34,422,585 0 36,698,259 -500,902 36,197,357 0 34,655,830 1,202,075 35,857,905 339,452

275,081 C&FS 5-19 Learning 382,926 356,817 -70,680 669,063 -418,235 250,828 223,746 0 0 223,746 27,082

3,697,401 Inclusion 599,353 3,092,817 0 3,692,170 -150,000 3,542,170 0 0 2,622,059 2,622,059 920,111

67,674 Governor Development Services 152,900 113,949 -76,175 190,674 -123,000 67,674 0 0 0 0 67,674

1,164,168 Pupil Referral Unit 39,021 1,211,647 -36,500 1,214,168 0 1,214,168 0 0 1,091,647 1,091,647 122,521

40,854,523 Total Education Quality & Inclusion 3,449,874 39,197,815 -183,355 42,464,334 -1,192,137 41,272,197 223,746 34,655,830 4,915,781 39,795,357 1,476,840

66,118,987 C&FS SEN 1,479,270 75,058,029 -313,033 76,224,266 -372,409 75,851,857 0 0 74,774,190 74,774,190 1,077,667

2,437,217 C&FS Specialist Services to Vulnerable Groups 2,204,516 562,403 -35,000 2,731,919 -308,251 2,423,668 0 0 2,423,668 2,423,668 0

792,524 C&FS Psychology Service 1,452,981 45,350 -205,807 1,292,524 -200,000 1,092,524 0 0 0 0 1,092,524

4,336,862 C&FS Disabled Children Service 1,165,110 3,172,552 0 4,337,662 -800 4,336,862 0 0 0 0 4,336,862

1,755,046 C&FS HNB Development Programme 1,139,484 236,300 0 1,375,784 0 1,375,784 0 0 1,375,784 1,375,784 0

-5,674,771 High Needs Deficit 0 0 -10,530,815 -10,530,815 0 -10,530,815 0 0 -10,530,815 -10,530,815 0

69,765,865 Total SEND & Children with Disabilities 7,441,361 79,074,634 -11,084,655 75,431,340 -881,460 74,549,880 0 0 68,042,827 68,042,827 6,507,053

4,331,170 C&FS Admin & Committees 4,926,216 696,060 -872,932 4,749,344 0 4,749,344 8,570 273,791 143,118 425,479 4,323,866

499,200 C&FS Finance 0 509,098 0 509,098 0 509,098 509,098 0 0 509,098 0

1,489,900 C&FS Human Resources 0 1,534,900 0 1,534,900 -45,000 1,489,900 674,900 0 0 674,900 815,000

720,973 C &FS Commissioning & Planning 703,602 62,100 0 765,702 -44,729 720,973 0 0 0 0 720,973

127,614 C&FS Sub Transformation 436,214 1,400 0 437,614 0 437,614 0 0 0 0 437,614

7,168,857 Total Business Support and Commissioning 6,066,032 2,803,558 -872,932 7,996,658 -89,729 7,906,929 1,192,568 273,791 143,118 1,609,477 6,297,453

128,440,395 TOTAL EDUCATION & EARLY HELP 28,046,211 123,315,546 -12,992,728 138,369,029 -5,238,873 133,130,156 1,807,816 34,929,621 73,101,726 109,839,164 23,290,993

392,172,255 Total Individual Schools Budget 0 433,190,679 0 433,190,679 -15,458,413 417,732,266 417,857,001 0 -124,735 417,732,266 0

0 Dedicated Schools Grant Recoupment 0 -302,068,841 0 -302,068,841 302,068,841 0 0 0 0 0 0

2,378,699 Central Charges 0 2,285,220 0 2,285,220 0 2,285,220 1,434,683 210,848 639,689 2,285,220 0

-499,866,659 Dedicated Schools Grant 0 0 0 0 -530,073,326 -530,073,326 -421,117,999 -35,184,700 -73,770,627 -530,073,326 0

-105,315,705 TOTAL DSG ITEMS 0 133,407,058 0 133,407,058 -243,462,898 -110,055,840 -1,826,315 -34,973,852 -73,255,673 -110,055,840 0

75,044,874 TOTAL CHILDREN & FAMILY SERVICES 51,023,934 293,842,552 -13,956,454 330,910,032 -249,995,532 80,914,500 0 -0 0 -0 80,914,500

CHILDREN & FAMILY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
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Appendix B - High Needs Commissioned Places

Special School Category
Total High Needs 

Places 20/21

Average top up 

per place

Forest Way Academy 240 6,332

Dorothy Goodman Academy 300 6,675

Ashmount Maintained School 182 8,036

Birch Wood Maintained School 169 9,803

Maplewell Hall Maintained School 203 4,413

Birkett House Academy 236 8,964

Dorothy Goodman (C&I Unit) Academy 20 23,080

Birch Wood (C&I Unit) Maintained School 30 24,000

Maplewell Hall (C&I Unit) Maintained School 42 24,000

Special Unit Category
Total High Needs 

Places 20/21

Average top up 

per place

Hugglescote Community Primary 

School 
Maintained School 10

3,286

Newbold Verdon Primary School Maintained School 24
7,671

Iveshead Maintained School 14 19,983

St Denys Church Of England Infant 

School 
Maintained School 15

4,183

Westfield Infant School Maintained School 20 3,103

Westfield Junior School Maintained School 23 2,528

Brookside Primary School Academy 20 3,059

Sherard Primary School And 

Community Centre 
Academy 32

4,076

Asfordby Captains Close Primary 

School
Academy 10

16,800

Winstanley SHINE Secondary Academy 15
16,800

Woodcote Primary School Academy 10
16,800

Christ Church & St Peters Primary 

School
Academy 10

16,800

Oasis The Retreat Specialist Pre-

School
Pre-School 10

5,844

Wigston Menphys Early Years Pre-School 24
11,325

Sketchley Menphys Early Years Pre-School 24
10,574

Beacon Early Years Pre-School 5
6,276

Wigston Academy Trust Academy 14 19,983

Glenfield Primary School Academy 30 3,225

Beacon Academy Academy 36 4,118

Rawlins Academy (Stride) Academy 60 2,707

The Beauchamp College Academy 10

3456 plus HI 

teachers supplied 

by STS

The Cedars Academy Academy 15 3,286

Rawlins Academy (C&I Unit) Academy 10 23,080

Wigston All Saints (C&I Unit) Academy 11 19,983

Further Education Provider / 

Alternative Provision
Category

Total High Needs 

Places 20/21

Average top up 

per place

Brooksby Melton College Further Education 51 3,701

Leicestershire County Further Education 8 13,762

Loughborough College Further Education 66 2,066

Stephenson College Further Education 22 3,288

Oakfield School 
Maintained Alternative 

Provision - Pru
30 10,023

Post 16 in mainstream Category
Total High Needs 

Places 20/21

Average top up 

per place

Bosworth Academy Academy 1 5,220

Charnwood College (Upper) Academy 1 0

Brookvale Groby Learning Campus Academy 1
4,608

Hinckley Academy and John 

Cleveland Sixth Form Centre
Academy 1

8,585

King Edward Vii Science And Sport 

College 
Academy 1

0

Lutterworth College Academy 1 2,976

Wreake Valley Academy Academy 1 3,424

Long Field Academy Academy 1 8,484

The Beauchamp College Academy 1 3,424
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Appendix B - High Needs Commissioned Places

Special Independent Schools - 

Primary Need
Category

Number budgeted 

20/21

Average cost of 

day placement

C&I Independent 208 £57,747

SEMH Independent 186 £51,017

Dyslexia Independent 10 £26,206

VI Independent 4 £66,862

HI Independent 6 £32,733

Total / Average 414 £53,687

Independent Specialist Provision 

(16+)
96 £25,469

Forest Way £2,994 £4,822 £6,649 £8,476 £12,133 £15,788 £19,444

Dorothy Goodman £3,144 £4,972 £6,799 £8,626 £12,283 £15,938 £19,594

Ashmount £3,123 £4,951 £6,778 £8,605 £12,262 £15,917 £19,573

Birch Wood £3,608 £5,436 £7,263 £9,090 £12,747 £16,402 £20,058

Maplewell £3,026 £4,854 £6,681 £8,508 £12,165 £15,820 £19,476

Birkett House £3,304 £5,132 £6,959 £8,786 £12,443 £16,098 £19,754

Band 9 Band 10

Special School top up rates 

incorporating outreach, fixed 

allowances, split site and satellites

Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 Band 7A Band 8 
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APPENDIX C
Local Authority Funding Reform Proforma

LA Name:

LA Number:

Primary minimum per pupil funding 

level

£3,750

Pupil Led Factors

Reception uplift No

Description Sub Total Total 
Proportion of total pre MFG 

funding (%)

Primary (Years R-6) £156,363,610 37.86%

Key Stage 3  (Years 7-9) £93,016,298 22.52%

Key Stage 4 (Years 10-11) £67,417,509 16.32%

Description 
Primary amount 

per pupil 

Secondary amount 

per pupil 

Eligible proportion of 

primary NOR

Eligible proportion of 

secondary NOR
Sub Total Total 

Proportion of total pre MFG 

funding (%)

Primary 

Notional SEN 

(%)

Secondary 

Notional SEN 

(%)

FSM £450.00 £450.00 5,416.14 3,954.40 £4,216,744

FSM6 £560.00 £815.00 7,448.15 7,112.55 £9,967,697

IDACI Band  F £210.00 £300.00 4,128.54 2,828.28 £1,715,479 67.00% 67.00%

IDACI Band  E £250.00 £405.00 2,092.25 1,527.06 £1,141,523 67.00% 67.00%

IDACI Band  D £375.00 £535.00 1,799.16 1,183.12 £1,307,658 67.00% 67.00%

IDACI Band  C £405.00 £580.00 933.70 764.17 £821,369 67.00% 67.00%

IDACI Band  B £435.00 £625.00 882.72 1,070.06 £1,052,767 67.00% 67.00%

IDACI Band  A £600.00 £840.00 503.26 692.01 £883,250 67.00% 67.00%

Description 
Primary amount 

per pupil 

Secondary amount 

per pupil 

Eligible proportion of 

primary NOR

Eligible proportion of 

secondary NOR
Sub Total Total 

Proportion of total pre MFG 

funding (%)

Primary 

Notional SEN 

(%)

Secondary 

Notional SEN 

(%)

3) Looked After Children (LAC) LAC X March 19 £0 0.00%

EAL 3 Primary £535.00 2,479.99 £1,326,797

EAL 3 Secondary £1,440.00 307.75 £443,167

5) Mobility
Pupils starting school outside of normal 

entry dates
£875.00 £1,250.00 240.50 28.78 £246,407 0.06%

Description Weighting

Amount per pupil 

(primary or 

secondary 

respectively)

Percentage of eligible 

pupils

Eligible proportion of 

primary and 

secondary NOR 

respectively

Sub Total Total 
Proportion of total pre MFG 

funding (%)

Primary 

Notional SEN 

(%)

Secondary 

Notional SEN 

(%)

Primary Low Attainment £1,065.00 32.11% 17,574.64 £18,716,996 50.00%

Secondary low attainment (year 7) 64.53% 21.15%

Secondary low attainment (year 8) 63.59% 21.51%

Secondary low attainment (year 9) 58.05% 22.31%

Secondary low attainment (year 10) 48.02% 22.23%

Secondary low attainment (year 11) 18.21%

Other Factors

Lump Sum per 

Primary School (£)

Lump Sum per 

Secondary School (£)

Lump Sum per Middle 

School (£)

Lump Sum per All-

through School (£)
Total (£)

Proportion of total pre MFG 

funding (%)

£114,400.00 £114,400.00 £31,002,400 7.51%

£26,000.00 £67,600.00 £296,525 0.07%

Primary distance threshold  (miles) NFF

Secondary  distance threshold (miles) NFF

Middle schools distance threshold 

(miles)
NFF

All-through  schools distance 

threshold (miles)
NFF

£0 0.00%

£93,164 0.02%

£3,495,348 0.85%

£0 0.00%

Total (£)
Proportion of total pre MFG 

funding (%)

£77,000 0.02% 0.00% 0.00%

£0 0.00%

£82,530 0.02%

£0 0.00%

£0 0.00%

£0 0.00%

£0 0.00%

£406,569,121 98.43%

£6,480,373 1.57%

£413,049,494 100.00%

Capping Factor (%)

Total (£) Proportion of Total funding(%)

£1,495,072 0.36%

1 : 1.28Primary: Secondary Ratio

Total Funding For Schools Block Formula (including growth and falling rolls funding) £417,857,001

% Distributed through Basic Entitlement 76.70%

% Pupil Led Funding 89.95%

Growth fund (if applicable) £3,312,434.78

Falling rolls fund (if applicable) £0.00

Other Adjustment to 19-20 Budget Shares £0

Total Funding for Schools Block Formula £414,544,566 £33,110,607

High Needs threshold (only fill in if, exceptionally, a high needs threshold different from £6,000 has been approved) £0.00

Additional funding from the high needs budget £0.00

Total deduction if capping and scaling factors are applied £0

Notional SEN (%)

MFG  Net Total Funding (MFG + deduction from capping and scaling)

Where a value less than 0.5% or greater than 1.84% has been entered please provide the disapplication reference number authorising the value 

Apply capping and scaling factors? (gains may be capped above a specific ceiling and/or scaled) No

Scaling Factor (%)

14) Additional funding to meet minimum per pupil funding level

Total Funding for Schools Block Formula (excluding MFG Funding Total) 

15) Minimum Funding Guarantee 1.84% #VALUE!

Exceptional Circumstance6

Exceptional Circumstance7

Total Funding for Schools Block Formula (excluding minimum per pupil funding level and MFG Funding Total) 

Rent

Exceptional Circumstance4

Exceptional Circumstance5

13 ) Exceptional circumstances (can only be used with prior agreement of ESFA)

Circumstance Notional SEN (%)

Additional lump sum for schools amalgamated during FY19-20

Additional sparsity lump sum for small schools

9) Fringe Payments

10) Split Sites

11) Rates

12) PFI funding

Middle school pupil number average year 

group threshold
Fixed, tapered or NFF sparsity middle school lump sum?

All-through pupil number average year 

group threshold
Fixed, tapered or NFF sparsity all-through lump sum?

Please provide alternative distance and pupil number thresholds for the sparsity factor below. Please leave blank if you want to use the default thresholds. Also specify whether you want to use a tapered lump sum or the NFF weighting for any of the phases. 

Primary pupil number average year group 

threshold
Fixed, tapered or NFF sparsity primary lump sum?

Secondary pupil number average year 

group threshold
Fixed, tapered or NFF sparsity secondary lump sum?

50.00%

Factor Notional SEN (%)

7) Lump Sum

8) Sparsity factor

6) Prior attainment £31,601,878 7.65%

£1,610.00 8,003.03 £12,884,882

2) Deprivation £21,106,488 5.11%

£0.00 429.25

£2,016,371
4) English as an Additional Language 

(EAL)
0.43%

1) Basic Entitlement

Age Weighted Pupil Unit (AWPU)

Pupil Units 0.00

Amount per pupil Pupil Units Notional SEN (%)

£2,857.00 54,730.00

£316,797,418

4.00%

£4,018.00 23,149.90 4.00%

£4,561.00 14,781.30 4.00%

Leicestershire

855

Secondary (KS3 only) minimum per pupil 

funding level

Secondary (KS4 only) minimum per pupil 

funding level
Secondary minimum per pupil funding level

Disapplication number where 

alternative MPPF values are used

£4,800.00 £5,300.00 £5,000.00
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